
TC 16 Tableau Platform Hackathon - Official Rules 
 
PARTICIPATION IN THIS CONTEST CONSTITUTES YOUR ACCEPTANCE OF THESE OFFICIAL RULES. 

 
Contest Description: The TC 16 Tableau Platform Hackathon contest (“Contest”) is a skill contest in which someone 
can submit an extensibility hack (“Hack”). 
 
Eligibility:  Employees and representatives of Tableau Software, its respective parents, agents, subsidiaries, 
advertising and promotional agencies, any prize provider, and any entity involved in the development, production, 
implementation, administration or fulfillment of the Contest, and their immediate family members (defined as 
parents, children, siblings, spouse, or life partner) and persons living in the same household, are not eligible to 
participate. Tableau reserves the right to verify eligibility and to adjudicate on any dispute at any time. 
 
By making a Hack and participating in the Contest, you (“Entrant”) represent and warrant that: (i) you are not an 
employee, agent, or joint venture of Tableau and you are not entitled to any compensation or benefits by virtue of 
entering this Contest; (ii) you agree to the terms and conditions of use of the www.tableausoftware.com website 
available at http://www.tableausoftware.com/tos, and also hereby grant Tableau an irrevocable, royalty-free 
license to use your Hack for marketing and promotional use; (iii) you are the owner of the  Hack, the Hack is your 
original work, and you have secured any and all rights,  releases, or permissions necessary for the promotional use 
of your  Hack by Tableau; (iv)  your Hack does not  violate or infringe upon the copyright, trademark, or other 
intellectual property rights, publicity rights, or any other rights of any third party ; (v)  your Hack does not contain 
data that should remain confidential or private. 
 
How to Win: A panel of Tableau judges will select finalists from the submitted projects based on the following 
criteria: 
40% - Creativity. Your project uses the Tableau APIs in an interesting way and displays technical adeptness. 
30% - Potential impact. Your project will help others use and benefit from Tableau. 
30% - Design and usability. Your project is fast, easy, and beautiful. 
 
During the live finals, the audience will decide the winner. 
 
Prizes: No prize substitution, cash substitution, or assignment or transfer of any of the prizes is permitted, except 
by Tableau for reason of unavailability. All taxes, costs, and fees associated with the Prize are the sole 
responsibility of the winners. LIMIT ONE PRIZE PER PERSON. Odds of winning depend on the number of entries and 
the skill of the entrants. 
 
Conduct: By participating in the Contest, Entrants agree to comply with and be bound by these Official Rules. 
Failure to comply with these Official Rules may result in disqualification from the Contest. Entrants further agree to 
comply with and be bound by decisions of Tableau, which shall be final and binding in all respects.  Tableau 
reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to disqualify any individual it finds to be: (a) tampering or attempting to 
tamper with the operation of the Contest or Tableau’s web site(s); (b) violating these Official Rules; (c) violating the 
terms of service, conditions of use and/or general rules or guidelines of any Tableau property or services; or (d) 
acting in an unsportsmanlike or disruptive manner, or with intent to annoy, abuse, threaten or harass any other 
person. 
 
Except where prohibited by law, by accepting a prize, winners consent to Tableau’s use of their name, likeness, 
address (city and state only), statements, photograph, voice, Hack, and/or likeness for advertising and promotional 
purposes related to the Contest, and for any other business purposes, in any and all media now known or 
hereafter devised, worldwide and  without further notice, compensation, consideration, review or consent and 
without regard to moral rights. 
 



Limitations of Liability: By participating in the Contest, Entrants agree, to the fullest extent of the law, to release 
and hold harmless Tableau, and its respective parent,  related companies, subsidiaries, affiliates, directors, officers, 
employees, and agents from  any and all liability for any claim, injury, loss, or damage of any kind arising from or in 
connection with the Contest (including but not limited to the receipt, use, or misuse of any prize or any component 
thereof) or the promotion thereof.  Tableau assumes no responsibility or liability for the following: (a) telephone or 
technical malfunctions that may occur; (b) any incorrect or inaccurate information, any of the equipment or 
programming associated with or utilized in the Contest, or any technical or human error which may occur in the 
processing of purchases and/or invoices in connection with the Contest; (c) any injury or damage to participants 
related to or resulting from participating in this Contest, including any use or receipt of a prize awarded herein; or 
(d) any use or inability to use any awarded prize.  
 
Right to Terminate or Modify: If, for any reason, the Contest is not capable of running as planned, including 
because of tampering, unauthorized intervention, fraud, technical failures, force majeure, or any other cause 
beyond the control of Tableau which may corrupt or affect the administration, security, fairness, integrity or 
proper conduct of this Contest, Tableau reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to cancel, terminate, modify or 
suspend the Contest. Tableau reserves the right to modify these Official Rules at any time for clarification purposes 
without materially affecting the terms and conditions of the Contest. Any attempt to deliberately damage the 
content or operation of this Contest is unlawful and subject to legal action by Tableau or its agents. 
 
 
 
 
 
 


